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QUESTION: 63 

Start of Repeated Scenario: 

You are migrating an existing on premises data warehouse named LocalDW to Microsoft 

Azure. You will use an Azure SQL data warehouse named AzureDW for data storaqe and 

an Azure Data Factory named AzureDF for extract, transformation, and load (ETL) 

functions. For each table in LocalDW, you create a table in AzureDW. 

On the on premises network, you have a Data Management Gateway. 

Some source data is stored in Azure Blob storage. Some source data is stored on an 

onpremises Microsoft SQL Server instance. The instance has a table named Table1. 

After data is processed by using AzureDF, the data must be archived and accessible 

forever. The archived data must meet a Service Level Agreement (SLA) for availability 

of 99 percent. If an Azure region fails the archived data must be available for reading 

always. The storage solution for the archived data must minimize costs. End of Repeated 

Scenario You need to configure Azure Data Factory to connect to the on premises SQL 

Server instance. What should you do first? 

A. Deploy an Azure virtual network gateway. 

B. Create a dataset in Azure Data Factory. 

C. From Azure Data Factory, define a data gateway. 

D. Deploy an Azure local network gateway.  



Answer: A 

QUESTION: 64  

HOTSPOT 

You have a Microsoft Azure Data lake Analytics service. You have a tab-delimited die 

named UserActivity.tsv that contains logs of user sessions. The file does not have a 

header row. You need to create a table and to load the logs to the table. The solution must 

distribute the data by a column named Sessionld. How should you complete the U-SQL 

statement? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. NOTE: Each 

correct selection is worth one point. 

Answer: 

Exhibit 



 
 

 

QUESTION: 65 

You have a Microsoft Azure SQL data warehouse that contains information about 

community events. 

An Azure Data Factory job writes an updated CSV file

 in Azure Blob storage to Community/(date)/event.csv daily. 

You plan to consume a Twitter feed by using Azure Stream Analytics and to correlate the 

feed to the community events. 

You plan to use Stream Analytics to retrieve the latest community events data and to 

correlate the data to the Twitter teed data. 

You need to ensure that when updates to the community events data is written to the CSV 

files, the Stream Analytics job can access the latest community events data. What should 

you configure? 

 

 

A. an output that uses a blob storage sink and has a path pattern of Community/(date) 

B. an output that uses an event hub sink and the CSV event serialization format 

C. an input that uses a reference data source and has

 a path pattern of Community/(date)/event.csv 

D. an input that uses a reference data source and has

 a path pattern of Community/(date)/event.csv 

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 66 

You are developing an application that uses Microsoft Azure Stream Analytics. You have 

data structures that are defined dynamically. You want to enable consistency between the 

logical methods used by stream processing and batch processing. You need to ensure that 



the data can be integrated by using consistent data points. What should you use to process 

the data? 

 

 

A. a vectorized Microsoft SQL Server Database Engine 

B. directed acyclic graph (DAG) 

C. Apache Spark queries that use updateStateByKey operators 

D. Apache Spark queries that use mapWithState operators  

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 67 

Start of Repeated Scenario: 

You are migrating an existing on premises data warehouse named LocalDW to Microsoft 

Azure. You will use an Azure SQL data warehouse named AzureDW for data storaqe and 

an Azure Data Factory named AzureDF for extract, transformation, and load (ETL) 

functions. For each table in LocalDW, you create a table in AzureDW. 

On the on premises network, you have a Data Management Gateway. 

Some source data is stored in Azure Blob storage. Some source data is stored on an on 

premises Microsoft SQL Server instance. The instance has a table named Table1. 

After data is processed by using AzureDF, the data must be archived and accessible 

forever. The archived data must meet a Service Level Agreement (SLA) for availability 

of 99 percent. If an Azure region fails the archived data must be available for reading 

always. The storage solution for the archived data must minimize costs. End of Repeated 

Scenario 

You need to configure an activity to move data from blob storage to AzureDW. What 

should you create? 

 

 

A. a pipeline 

B. a linked service 

C. an automation runbook 

D. a dataset  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 68 

You have a Microsoft Azure Data Factory that recently ran several activities in parallel. 

You receive alerts indicating that there are insufficient resources. From the Activity 

Windows list in the Monitoring and Management app, you discover the statuses 

described in the following table. 



 
 

Which activity cannot complete because of insufficient resources? 

 

 

A. Activity 2 

B. Activity 4 

C. Activity 5 

D. Activity 7  

 

 

Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION: 69 

You are monitoring user queries to a Microsoft Azure SQL data warehouse that has six 

compute nodes. You discover that compute node utilization is uneven. The 

rows_processed column from sys.dm_pdw_dms_workers shows a significant variation in 

the number of rows being moved among the distributions for the same table for the same 

query. You need to ensure that the load is distributed evenly across the compute nodes. 

Solution: You change the table to use a column that is not skewed for hash distribution. 

Does this meet the goal? 

 

 

A. Yes 

B. No  

 

 

Answer: A 
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